MixGet. Made to be Heard!
Welcome to Close Proximity Social Networking Through Music.

MixGet allows a group gathered in any location to use their mobile phones to play downloaded music
together perfectly synchronized. a rich and deep sound is created for anyone listening within range of the
ensemble of phones. together, Users can CREATE DJ-like re-mixes of the songs with simplicity. INSTEAD OF EACH
PHONE PLAYING THE SAME AUDIO FILE, EACH WILLPLAY ONE INSTRUMENT FROM A MUSICAL SCORE; MULTITRACK PLAYBACK
OF AN AUDIBLE SHOW. each phone user can play a single component of a multitrack song and add effects
creating unique audible shows.
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MixGet turns the music that you
know and love into an active event
rather than the usual passive
experience. It is great way to meet
friends and spend time enjoying
activities.
Active participation does not have
to be limited to listening to compositions. MixGet is also a content authoring environment that
enables music artists and aspiring
DJ’s to create their own compositions that can then be release to
the community. These compositions can be royalty free, royalty
based or a mix of the two.
The service will be offered as a VAS
platform to mobile operators and
content providers.
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Generate incremental revenues
from existing licensed music portfolios. Here is a new format that
can help you sell items from your
back catalogue.
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Generate interest from artist and
musicians where you allow them
to publish and participate in your
marketing environment.
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Create new drivers to add mobile
data minutes.
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Create demand for new handsets
with improved interface and sound
quality.

The platform is flexible enough to
be integrated seamlessly into the
operators chosen model.
The server intelligently distributes
the music component tracks to
the phones by making decisions
based on the type of music to be
played and the number of phones
in the music group. This method
removes any processing overhead
from the mobile units and deals
with licensing centrally. Patents
are pending in the relevant inventions. MixGet currently supports
Symbian, Windows Mobile and
J2ME is currently under
development.
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Digital Music Evolution
Philips and Sony
launched CD in 1985.
Digital Music Gets
Mainstream.

Apple launched iPod/
iTunes in 2001. Music by
tracks gets mainstream.

Red2 launched MixGet in
2007. Active multitrack
experience will get
mainstream.

Our portfolio

About us
RedSquare Ventures brings to market a number of mobile and web applications aimed at both consumers
and content providers. Company is based in Moscow, Russian Federation and have a wealth of experience in
both technology and consumer service design. For more information MixGet and other RedSquare Venture
products contact Sergey Tatarchenko on:
Email: statarchenko@redsquareventures.com
Tel: +7 903 764 4949
Skype: statarchenko

